Model
(GCM) is discussed. et al., 1993) . The GEOS-2 GCM and DAS are described by DAO (1996) . Some of the most relevant a_spects of the GCMs are summarized here.
One of the major differences in the operational implementation of the GEOS-1 and GEOS-2 models concerns the vertical structure.
The GEOS-1 GCM and DAS had a tropospheric configuration, with 20 levels and an upper boundary in the middle stratosphere (Takacs et al., 1994; Takacs and Suarez, 1996) . Some tropospheremiddle atmosphere configurations of the GEOS-1 system were employed, and several periods of atmospheric analyses are available with several different configurations of that system. The GEOS-2 GCM and DAS have routinely been implemented with 70 levels, extending up to the lower mesosphere.
The configuration of the GEOS-2 GCM is thus suited to studies of the coupled troposphere-middle atmosphere system, in a model environment with a relatively high vertical resolution compared to many other current GCMs. One drawback for middle atmospheric work is that acr coordinate is used, which means that the surface topography affects the model levels up through the middle atmosphere.
In the horizontal, the dynamical core of the model is formulated in gridpoint space, on an Arakawa Cgrid, using fourth-order differencing and an explicit, leapfrog time-stepping scheme. The GEOS-2 GCM is normally used with a resolution of 2.5°× 2°in longitude and latitude, but integrations with both coarser and finer resolutions are often performed. Takacs and Suarez (1996) discuss some sensitivity of the GEOS-1 GCM to the order of discretization and the horizontal resolution.
The filtering necessary to maintain computational stability in the model is described in Takacs et al. (1994}. Radiation transfer is calculated using the parametrization developed by Chou (1992) for the shortwave and Chou and Suarez (1994) for the longwave; in the current configuration, longwave radiation transfer is calculated for the major bands of the major gases (H20, CO2 and 03) and the shortwave absorption due to the same gases, as well as 02 in the higher stratosphere and mesosphere. Cloud effects are incorporated using random and maximum overlapping models (see Takacs et al., 1994) and optical thicknesses are as described in DAO (1996) . Takacs and Suarez (1996) demonstrated that this significantly improves the representation of total stress in the GCM, when compared to the GEOS-1 reanalyses.
The model simulation discussed in this paper was run using climatological sea-surface temperatures (Reynolds, 1988) and sea ice distributions (Gates, 1992) at the lower boundary; monthly-mean values were interpolated linearly with time in a cyclic manner. Over land, the vegetation type (DeFries and Townsend, 1994 ) and the soil moisture (Schemm et al., 1992) were specified; the climatological roughness lengths were also predetermined (Dorman and Sellers, 1989) . Snow cover was assumed when the ground temperature over land fell below freezing. Using these climatological lower boundary conditions, the model was integrated for six years beginning in November 1991; the time is relative to this starting date, and bears no relationship with time in the "real atmosphere" because of the different boundary conditions and the limits on deter- The main source is evaporation from oceans and moist land, and the main sink is precipitation.
As such, the distribution of water vapor is determined by physical processes which are parametrized in current geJleI'al circ,lalk)n models,which act to locally increase or decrease the concentration, and the transport by the resolvedwinds,whichredistributeatmosphericmoistureto regionswhereit may condense out and belost to the atmosphere. The success of any simulationsof the moisturecontentof the uppertroposphere and lowerstratosphere are thus highly sensitiveto the accuracyof the the physicalprocesses includedin the model,to the reality of the simulatedwind distributions,andto the ability of the advectionscheme to transportwatervapor(andliquid water,if it wereto be includedasa prognosticvariable,whichis not the casein the GEOS-2simulationdiscussed here)in a physicallyrealisticmanner.Oneobviouspoint is that sincethe watervaporconcentration decreases rapidlywith increasing altitude abovethe planetaryboundary layer,the redistributionby large-scale transportis especially sensitiveto errorsin the verticaltransport (in eitherthe velocitiesthemselves or in the numerical formulation). The lack of condensational processes in the lowerstratosphere meansthat the watervaporthereis an excellent tracer of the atmosphericmotions andcanbe usedto assistthe validationof models.
It is thereforeof considerable interestto examinethe distribution of water vaporin the GEOS-2GCM in comparisonto observations. The discussionbeginsin the troposphereand works it way upwardsinto the lowerstratosphere. At 500hPa, the GEOS-2GCM resultswerecomparedto the GEOS-1reanalysis; thesewereperformedusinga DAS in whichthe atmosphericmodelwasrepresented by the GEOS-1GCM (Schubertet al., 1993 
<4.0 <24.0 The UARS-MLS data were smoothed using a nine-point filter. Note that the shading and the contour interval differ between the panels; they were chosen to emphasize the dry and moist regions in each dataset at the expense of allowing absolute intercomparison of these vastly different datasets.
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Q-% deviation from 5-year mean in that the dryest air enters the stratosphere when the tropopause temperatures are lowest in northern winter; however, the ascent within the tropical lower stratosphere is too rapid in the GCM. More quantitative studies of the water vapor budget of the GCM are currently underway. These include (i) studies of sensitivity to the transport scheme, with comparisons between the current fourth-order a dvection scheme and the flux-corrected semi-Lagrangian scheme of Lin and Rood (1996) , and (ii) quantitative estimates of the cross-tropopause transport in the GCM (and the DAS) using local estimates of the vertical motion along with the specific humidity (on a daily basis).
